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**Figure 1.** Sequential activity, from behavior to dendrite. Top: Linear arena in which a rat moves, with indicated locations of 5 place cells (color coded green, yellow, orange, red, and maroon in order.). The place cells are representatives of 5 neuronal ensembles (colored clouds), each active in one of the five locations on the arena. The neuronal ensembles each send a single axonal projection in spatial order to a small dendritic segment on a postsynaptic neuron, with an average spacing $S$ between connected spines. Note that spines need not be immediately adjacent to each other. Below, buildup of reactant following input activity with the appropriate timing, corresponding to the rat moving at a speed which the dendritic chemistry recognizes.
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Figure 2. Responses and sequence selectivity of four abstract models involving molecules A and B. Columns are the respective models. (A) Model equations. (B) Model schematics. Arrows indicate excitation, plungers indicate inhibition. In the FHN model, A has a fast self-excitation and a slow self-inhibition. In the Switch model, we indicate a multiplicative inhibition of A by an arrow from B onto the self-inhibition arrow of A. (C) Response of point (non-spatial) model to a 1 s wide Gaussian input of Ca$^{2+}$ (red dot) and a steady pulse of Ca$^{2+}$ (green line). Input amplitudes: 1, 10, 0.4, and 1 respectively. (D-G) Response of molecule A in one-dimensional reaction-diffusion form of model to sequential input at five locations. (D) Time-course of response at five locations to ordered input. Locations are color-coded in the sequential order blue, green, red, cyan, purple. (E) Time-course of response at five locations to scrambled input. Note that the FHN and Switch models have much lower responses to scrambled as compared to ordered input. The Neg. FF model has a lower response at two of its locations. (F, G) Snapshot of spatial profile of response to ordered (F) and scrambled (G) input. Snapshot is at time 18.4, 14.2, 16.3 and 18.4 s respectively.
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Figure 3. Sequence selectivity for different models. (A, B) Regression plots for sample sequences. (A) Perfect forward sequence [0,1,2,3,4] (red, $Q = 1$) and reverse sequence [4,3,2,1,0] (blue, $Q = -1$). (B) Scrambled sequence [4,0,2,1,3] (red, $Q = -0.001$) and [0,1,3,2,4] (blue, $Q = 0.729$). (C, E, G, I) Scatter
plots of chemical system selectivity (measured as total activation of molecule A over time and space) against Q. There are 5! = 120 points, each being the outcome of a single simulation with a different sequence. In each plot the blue cross is the perfect forward sequence (whose timeseries is shown in Figure 2D), and the red cross is the scrambled sequence [2,1,4,3,0], whose timeseries is shown in Figure 2E. (D, F, H, J) Matrix of selectivity as a function of total length of stimulus zone and interval time between successive stimuli. In each plot, the asterisk is placed on the matrix entry obtained from the spacing and interval parameters used for the scatter plot to its left. In other words, the selectivity value for that matrix entry is obtained from Equation 3 using the Atot scores from the scatter plot. (C,D) Feedback model. This shows no selectivity. (E, F) Inhibitory feedforward model. Scatter plot in E represents calculations performed at time/distance values of (3 s, 4 mm). This shows low selectivity, as seen by slightly higher Atot for Q values of +1 and −1. (G,H) FitzHugh-Nagumo, scatter plot at (2 s, 2 mm). The model is selective in a narrow, diagonal range of time and distance. Its score is somewhat reduced because of the high baseline of Atot. (I,J) Switching model, scatter plot at (3 s, 4 mm). This is highly selective over a wide range of time and distance. Only the perfect forward and reverse sequences have high values of Atot.
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Figure 4. Sequence tuning ranges in space and time. (A-D) tuning for rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 times basal, respectively. (E) Plot of speed of sequence as a function of the rate scale factor. (F, G) Preferred space/time of tuning shifts with stimulus amplitude. (F) 90% basal. (G) 110% basal.

Figure 4 continued on next page
Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Parameter sensitivity for FHN (FitzHugh-Nagumo) reaction-diffusion model. In each plot, the blue trace is the summed concentration of A for the sequential stimulus, and the green plot is the mean of summed A over all permutations of the stimulus. A is summed over Figure 4—figure supplement 1 continued on next page.
time since start of stimulus till end of simulation, and also summed over all five stimulus points. In each plot, the red trace is the selectivity metric (Equation 3). Note that the selectivity is largest when the ratio of blue to green traces is largest. Because of the high baseline in the FHN model, as seen in the blue and green traces, the selectivity (red traces) remains under 0.5. In each plot the x axis is scale factor of selected parameter with respect to the default model. Panel (A) Stimulus amplitude. (B) stimulus width. (C) Diffusion constant of molecule A. (D) Diffusion constant of molecule B. (E) rate constant for ‘t’ variable in FHN equations. (F) rate constant a. (G) rate constant b. (H) Offset term for variable A. (I) Offset term for variable B. Most parameters give good tuning for a range of ±10% around reference (1.0), but k_a is still more sensitive.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 2. Parameter sensitivity for switch (Propagating bistable switch) reaction-diffusion model. Plot traces are as in Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Panel (A) Stimulus amplitude. (B) stimulus width. (C) Diffusion constant of molecule A. (D) Diffusion constant of molecule B. (E-L) Summed [A] (a.u.)
Rate constants used in model. The model was sensitive to stimulus amplitude, and the rate terms $k1a$, $k2a$ and $k4a$, and less sensitive for the rest. We classified sensitive parameters as those where selectivity fell below 0.5 for a parameter range of $\pm 10\%$ or less.
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Figure 5. Mass action model of a MAPK switch exhibits sequence selectivity. (A) Schematic of model chemistry. Black arrows indicate binding or activation reactions, plunger indicates inhibition, and bent arrow indicates enzyme activity. Broad cyan arrows indicate diffusion of Ca$^{2+}$ and CaM.
between PSD, spine head, and dendrite. CaM buffers the incoming Ca\(^{2+}\) from the PSD. (B) Ca\(^{2+}\) responses seen at the dendrite, to input delivered at PSD. PSD stimulus was two pulses of 1 s, 160 mM Ca\(^{2+}\), separated by 50 s. After a delay of 100 s, a step of 160 mM Ca\(^{2+}\) was delivered for 50 s. (C) MAPK-P response to the Ca\(^{2+}\) stimulus. Note strong inhibition of the response to the second pulse, and rapid decline of response to the 50 step stimulus. (D) Geometry of 1-D reaction-diffusion model, with 49 spines. Dendrite diameter was 1 \(\mu\)m and length was 60 \(\mu\)m. The five stimulated spines are in red, each identified by a color coded number. (E) Response of system to sequential input \([0,1,2,3,4]\) on indicated spines spaced ~3 \(\mu\)m apart, at intervals of 3 s. Each input was delivered to the PSD of the stimulated spine, at 160 \(\mu\)M, for 2.9 s. MAPK-P was recorded from the dendrite subdivision attached to each of the stimulated spines. Plot colors indicate stimulated spine from D. (F) Response to scrambled input, in the order \([4,0,3,1,2]\). The response to scrambled input had a smaller amplitude and lasted for a shorter time. Plot colors are as per spine numbers in D.
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Figure 6. Sequence selectivity in detailed electrical+chemical signaling model. (A) Morphology of model. Dendrite diameters are scaled up by 2, and spine diameters and lengths by four for visualization. Stimulus was given in four zones on the cell, indicated in red and by diameters scaled up by 10x. Figure 6 continued on next page.
Figure 6 continued

(B) Example somatic intracellular potential and spike train of model neuron. (C) Ca\\textsuperscript{2+} responses to Poisson synaptic volley at mean rate 20 Hz, measured in PSD (blue), spine head (green) and dendrite (red). (D) Sequence selectivity in the distal apical zone. Heavy solid lines are P-MAPK-P levels under the stimulated spines, for sequential input. Strong buildup occurs for three of the spines. Dashed lines are corresponding MAPK-P levels for scrambled input. Only the sequential input responses lead to build up. (E-G) Matrix of sequence selectivity in basal dendrite zone, for different input spacing in time and space. Three different runs are shown, with the same morphology but different random number seeds for the background and stimulus synaptic input. (H) Selectivity in proximal oblique dendrite zone, using 40% larger spine dimensions. (I) Selectivity in distal apical dendrite using 20% larger spines. (J) Selectivity matrix in proximal primary apical dendrite shows no sequence selectivity even with 40% larger spines.
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In each plot, the blue trace is the summed concentration of MAPK-P for the sequential stimulus, and the green plot is the mean of summed MAPK-P over 12 permutations of the stimulus.

Figure 6—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
MAPK-P is summed over time since start of stimulus till end of simulation, and also summed over all five stimulus points. In each plot, the red trace is the selectivity metric (Equation 3, Materials and methods). (A) Stimulus spike rate. (B) Spatial density of LCa channel over basal and apical dendrites. Somatic LCa was held uniform at 40 S/m2. (C) Diffusion constant for Ca2+. (D) Forward rate constant for Ca2+ activation of Raf, which acts as input to the signaling pathway.
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Figure 7. Firing rate changes in response to channel modulation in small zones on the dendritic tree. Error bars are standard deviation. (A) Modulation of Na current. (B) Adding nonselective Leak current. (C) Modulation of GluR in the presence of the same synaptic input as was used as a stimulus for the sequential input. (D) Schematic of convergence of inputs from different ensembles onto one dendritic zone. The numbered clouds represent input ensembles from which a single neuron projects to the indicated location on the dendrite.
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